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Abstract
Generative process pianning describes methods pro-

cess engineers use to modi~ manufacturinglprocess plans
after designs are complete. A completed design may be
the result from the introduction of a new product based
on an old design, an assembly upgrade, or modified
product designs used for a family of similar produuts. An
engineer designs an assembly and then creates plans
capturing manufacturing processes, including assembly
sequences, component joining methods, part costs, labor
costs, etc. When new products originate as a result of
an upgrade, component geometry may change, andlor
additional components and subassemblies may be added
to or are omitted from the original design. As a result
process engineers are forced to create new plans. This is
fiu-ther complicated by the fact that the process engineer
is forced to manually generate these plans for each prod-
uct upgrade. To generate new assembly plans for product
upgrades, engineers must manuaIly re-speci$ the manu-
facturing plan selection criteria and re-run the planners.
To remedy this problem, special-purpose assembly plan-
ning algorithms have been developed to automatically
recognize design modifications and automatically apply
previously defined manufacturing plan selection criteria
and constraints.
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I. Introduction
This paper introduces methodologies that are natural

algorithmic progressions of an automated assembly plan-
ner towards filly automating generative process plan-
ning. Generative process planning describes the methods
process engineers use to modifi manufacturing (or proc-
ess) plans atler a design is complete. Section 2 introduces
an automatic assembly planning framework used as the
foundation for automating generative process planning
and provides an overview of motivational factors pro-
moting the development of automatic generative process
planning techniques. Section 3 places the assembly
planner in the context of generative process planning. It
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further introduces geometric problems associated with
top-level assembly planning and special-purpose routines
implemented within the assembly planner to solve those
problems. Methods are presented for saving, restoring,
and propagating subassembly analyses for top-level as-
sembly analysis. Section 4 describes the implementation
of constraint rules enabling users to automatic.d[y “rec-
oncile” existing constraints applied to an older version of
an assembly to a new version of an assembly. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper and presents i%ture re-
search areas.

2. Background and Motivation
The approach taken to manufacturing planning is

obviously critical to the design, implementation and per-
formance of automatic generative process planning. At
Sandia National Laboratories, researchers have devel-
oped an automatic assembly planner, called Ar-
chimedes@ [1]. This system was used as the basis for
realizing automatic generative process planning.

2.1 Manufacturing Planning Approach

Archimedes is a constraint-based interactive assem-
bly planning software tool used to plan, optimize, simu-
late, visualize, and document sequences of assembly.
Given a CAD model of the product, the program auto-
matically finds part-to-part contacts, generates collision-
fiee insertion motions, and chooses assembly order. Dis-
assembly operations are generated using the Non-
Directional B1ocking Graph approach discussed in [2].
A graphics workstation’s hardware Z-buffer is used to
quickly find collisions between complex facetted models.
The search space implemented in the system is an
AND/OR graph of subassembly states [3] and the opera-
tions used to construct them from smaller subassemblies.

During system application, the engineer specifies a
quality metric in terms of application-specific costs for
standard assembly process steps, such as part insertion,
fastening, and subassembly inversion. Combined with an
engineer’s knowledge of application-specific assembly
process requirements, Archimedes allows systematic ex-
ploration of the space of possible assembly sequences.
The engineer uses a simple graphical interface to place
geometric overrides and manufacturing constraints on
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the valid assembly sequences, such as defining subas-
semblies, requiring that certain parts be placed consecu-
tively with or before other parts, decking prefmed di-
rections, etc.

Two types of constraints on assembly plans are util-
ized by the system: strategic and tactical. Strategic con-
straints apply to the entire assembly and its plan, while
tactical constraints only apply to certain subsets of parts.
The constraint fizunework provides a library [4] of con-
straint types from which a user can instantiate on the
assembly plan. This framework provides the underlying
mechanics towards assembly optimization and lends it-
self towards automatic planning for manufacturing gen-
erative processes.

2.2 Motivational Applications

The Archimedes System has been applied to hun-
dreds of assemblies, ranging from automotive and air-
crafl to such things as designing assembly sequences for
several weapon safety devices and for the B61 bomb. The
B61, with improved non-nuclear components, has re-
placed the B53 in the U.S. stockpile. The scope of modi-
fications made to the B61 requires exhaustive testing to
certitJ the modified bomb’s safety, fimctionality, and reli-
ability. In an early experiment, Archimedes was applied
to the B61 center-case. It was estimated that 2.5-3 per-
son months were required to manually create training
documentation for retrofit operations using a commercial
animation package. in an effort to reduce this time, Ar-
chimedes was applied to the center-case assembly. The
experiment showed that there were many assembly plan-
ning issues associated with CAD revisions that went be-
yond the existing capabilities. For instance, the first step
required to apply Archim~es was to translate the CAD
data to the ACIS format. Initially, the entire center-case
assembly, containing 547-parts, was selected for analysis;
however, due to CAD translation problems a 303-part
subassembly was exercised during the experiment. Ef-
fectively, the original design was modified by removing
parts.

The planner was first applied to the original (larger)
solid model to identi~ inconsistencies in the CAD
modei. This allowed for the detection of critical design
flaws to be caught early in the re-manuil+cturing phase
and a reduction in scheduling and costs. Next, the sys-
tem was used to test feasibility of disassembly, checking
geometric accessibility for pafi removal. Since the plan-
ner plans only for straight-line motions, and this assem-
bly contained numerous flexible parts, such as cables,
that could not use straight-line assembly motions, the
part-mating operations invoiving those parts were over-
rode. This was a long and tedious manual process. When
it was decided to exercise the smaller assembly, these
same tedious steps had to be repeated, since the existing
planning algorithms could not reconcile the differences

(part count, geometry, constraints and overrides) between
the two assemblies automatically.

This same problem was inherent in the application
of the pianner to the B61 nose assembly. Unlike the cen-
ter-case assembly, the nose assembly went through sev-
eral revisions before finalization. However, just like the
center-case assembly application, for each revision the
assembly planning steps had to be repeated (often dupli-
cated). To complicate matters fiuther, the planner had to
be applied to each subassembly even if they were identi-
cal. Further, when the two filly analyzed subassemblies
were brought together to form a single assembly, instan-
tiation of all constraints had to be repeated manualiy in-
stead of automatic inheritance.

3. Generative Process Planning Issues
Section 2.2 identifies three fimdamental problems

inherent in automatic generative process planning. These
problems are not restricted to Archimedes. They repre-
sent a timdamental class of problems inherent in all as-
sembly planners and have plagued the manufacturing
community for years. It is only recently, with the ad-
vancements in computer technology, that these problems
have been brought to the forefront. Section 3 is devoted
towards solving these problems. The underlying princi-
ples, as they relate to automatic assembly planning, are
discussed, and solutions to each are provided.

3.I Re-design

Two fundamental issues associated with assembly
design modification are geometry and function. For pur-
poses of assembly planning only the geometry is dis-
cussed. There are three geometry-related design modifi-
cation principles for any given assembly. An assembly
may be modified by (1) removing part(s), (2) changing
the shape of the part(s), (3) adding parts(s), or by any
combination of the three. From an assembly planning
perspective, part removal is the simplest form of modifi-
cation to deal with, while the addition of parts is the most
difficult.

To address the first, the removal of parts, a geomet-
ric override was added to the original Archimedes over-
ride architecture that removes all associations of that part
with others (e.g., part contacts, overrides, and con-
straints) and effectively hides the part from the user’s
view. In the planner, routines to save and restore assem-
bly plans, assembly constraints, and geometric overrides
are implemented at the top-level assembly. This allows a
user to analyze an assembly at the top-level and save all
of the analysis information. When the system is applied
to the same assembly at a later time or to different gen-
erations of that assembly, the information may be in-
voked by restoring the files.

When the user loads in the assembly, the constraint
and override files are automatically
bly is represented by data bit-vector.

loaded. The assem-
The length of vector
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corresponds to the number of parts in the assembly. In
ail constraints and overrides, a “O” in a particukw bit
means one thing about a part and a “l” means something
else, depending the type of constraint or override that is
implemented. In this case, a “O”in the bit-vector notifies
the system that that particular part is no longer in the
assembly. While the part is still present in the assembly
tree (i.e., the length of the bit-vectors for all constraints
and overrides is constant), for all intense purposes it has
been removed.

To address the second, changing component geome-
try,the Archimedes’ contact analysis routines, which
automatically check contacts between parts, is used. If
the re-design alters the contacts between parts, the user is
automatically informed and given the opportunity to ad-
dress the issue. The same is true for previously defined
constraints and overrides.

The third issue, the addition of parts, is the most
difficult issue. Because the assembly planner plans for
assemblies at the top-level and the length of data bit-
vector representing the number of parts at the top-level is
tlxed, the planner can not plan for assembly upgrades at
the top-level when the part count increases. This is a
major research area on its own, and attention to solving
this problem shouid be given to fhture work in this area.

3.2 Planning with Subassemblies

This section deals with generative process p~anning
principles, 1 and 2 above. It is pointed out in the previ-
ous section that the planner plans for assembly at the top-
level of the assembly and does not allow the propagation
of information resulting from independent applications at
the subassembly-level to the top-level. The first step to-
wards solving this problem was to incorporate save and
restore routines for the constraints and overrides result-
ing from the application of Archimedes to the subassem-
blies, which would automatically load when Archimedes
was applied at the top level of the assembly. The un-
derlying problem with this approach is how to resolve
conflicts between the constraints and overrides when they
are propagated to the top. Section 4 addresses the con-
flict resolution issues. Here, methodologies incorporated
into the planner for automatically propagating informa-
tion generated at the subassembly-level to the top-levei
are presented.

3.2.1 Automatic Propagation

When the planner is applied at the subassembly-
level, constraints and overrides are stored under the de-
fmdt name of the subassembly (e.g., subassembly-
name. constraints and subassembly-name. overrides).
When loading an assembly (the base assernbiy or top-
level assembly), the subassembly constraints are auto-
matically loaded using the subassembly-name.constraints
default file. For the constraint restoration subroutine that
restores two subassembly sets, bits in the data vector are

set as follows for: (visible - 0 and group - 1). For the
constraint restoration subroutine that restores three sub-
assembly sets, bits in the data vector are set as follows
for: (visible -1, secondgroup -0, and group - O). For
each subassembly file restoration, the number-of-parts bit
for the fidl assembly set is equal to the number of parts in
the subassembly. The restoration algorithm changes the
subassembly’s portion of the assembly data vector to be
that read from the subassembly fiIe. Any parts in the
vector not belonging to the subassembly are set to O. The
algorithm changes the number-of-parts bit to equal the
number of bits set in the data vector.

When loading an assembly, the subassembly over-
rides are also automatically loaded using the subassem-
bly-name.overrides default file. The subassembly over-
rides are loaded with a new override class feature, called
IsTopLevel, set O (or Jalse], to indicate that they were
loaded ffom the subassembly’s overrides file, not from the
base assembly’s overrides file. Assembly overrides are
created with IsTopLevel set to 1 (true). Only top-level
overrides are saved for an assembly. Conflicting over-
rides made at the base assembly level take precedence
over overrides made locally to the subassembly.

3.2.2 Demonstration of Propagation Effects
To illustrate the propagation of design modifica-

tions imposed at the subassembly-level for later use in
planning at the top-level, conceptual designs of two
similar assemblies, A and B, are shown in Figure 1.

Assemb@ A Assemb(y B

Figure 1. Propagation effects for planning with subassemblies.



The only difference between the two is the shape
of the shaft. Assemblies A and B are composed of three
subassemblies and 6 fasteners. Viewing the diagram
fkoin the bottom up, the first three parts make up the
first set of subassemblies, SI and Tl, S1 cA, T! cB, S1
= T). The next three parts make up the second set of
subassemblies, Sz and T2, S2 cA, T2 c B, S2 = T2. All
the remaining parts (with the exception of the fisten-
ers) make up the third set of subassemblies, S3 and T3,

S3 cA, T3 cB, S3 #T+
Suppose B is modified at the top-level by changing

the shape of a pm in T2as shown in Figure 2. Then the
change only affects B. However, if the B is modified at
the subassembly-level (at T2)then A is no longer feasible.

Fiirrre 2. Design modification for Subassembly Tz.

On the other hand, suppose A is modified by length-
ening the shaft and by cutting a rectangular hole in
plate to slide it into (see Figure 3). In this case,
change does not affect B at any level of planning.

Q
b

e
Figure 3. Design modifwation for Subassembly SJ.

4. Conflict Resolution

the
the

Rules were incorporated in Archimedes to resolve
conflicts between top-level and subassembly-level con-
straints and overrides (when restoring, adding, editing,
or activating) at the top-level of the assembly. This sec-
tion describes the implementation of the constraint and
override rules enabling the planner to automatically “rec-
oncile” existing constraints and current constraints.

4.1 Constraints
Based on the various constraints and intended pur-

poses, four different methodologies were developed for
implementing the rules. In defining the methodologies
for automatic generative process planning, the term cur-

rent constraint refers to the constraint that is being
added, edited, or activated. The term existing constraint
refers to the constraint that is in conflict with the current
constraint. Tables 1-4 present the methodologies.

Table 1, Methods that suspendexisting woatraiots on eontlict give top-level
constraints precdenee over subassembly eorrstmirrtsduring restoratio~ and
new additions or edit changesprem&me over existing.

I ‘“%itions and Rules I.“., -SM. 1 “G*.8

\ req_order_ } Require some ordering between2 or more liaison crea- I
liaison tiow, typically stated in a Boolean tlx-msuch as 1 (2 and

3), or as a set of such Boolean statements involvingmany
liaisons [5,6].
Ruie: For 2 REQ ORDER LIAISON eonslxaints,if

Constraint

req_order
P@

req_stack

req_tooi

rq-sub-
seqWnee_
m

Definitions and Rrdea
~ #OUp ilt~ with tistiltg S?COld grOUp, and
the current second group intemwb“OnsWithexisdng
group,tbeo Snspeod tireexistingconstraint.
Require orderiugbetweenparticular part insmtions.
Rnle: For two REQ_ORDER_PART eonstrain~ if the
current group irrtersedswith the exiadngsecondgroup,
arrdthe current secondgroup intemectswith existing
group, tbesrSuspend the existingmmtmint.
Require that each assemblyaction be along one of the 6
coordinatedireetiom of a giveneoordirrateSY* or a
selee$d subset of these 6 direcdons.
Ride: If two REQ_PATHS_AXIALeonstmirrtsintemwt
andtbeirrequimd @hsarenoteq@&osuspendthe
existingConsbaint.
Spit%asetofpartst obeassernbledo neatatimeina
given*on.
Rnk If2 REQSTACK eomtmints intemectand their
requiredtmjectories are not eq@ suspendtbe existing
Umstraint.
Require tlmt a particular assemblysubsequencebe used
smnewherein the plan. This might be invokedbecause
the seqnenee.is particularly et%cientor reliable. The
front-fiIlthen back-till subwqueneesof [71are relatively
complexexamples.
Rule: If two REQSUBSEQ constraintsare tbe same
type (assembly or &assemb Iy) and their groups inters-ec&
then suspendtbe existingconstraint.
Requires that a coiIision-freeplacementof a giventool
rrse-vohrmemust exist in the assemblyduring a certain
operatiom See [8] tbr more details.
Rule: If two REQTOOL caom-aintsprimary parts are
the same, suspendthe existingcoos&mint.
Allow a user to speci@tbe order in wbieb a sub
qrreuceOfparts is asXxnbId
Rule: Iftwo REQ_SUBSEQUENCE_PARTS groups
intersecg then suspendthe existingeonshaint.

Table 2. Methods that suspemJcurrent eonsimints on eootlict give subas-
sernbiy-ievd constraintspr&edeneeover top-kvel constraintsd~og reslo-
ratio~ and existing constraints take pmxdeme over new additions or edit

rConstraint
~subaasy

I

I

Definitions and Rules
Reuuire a eartieukuSUbassembrvIXused [91.
Ruie: If No REQSUBASSY &straints’i&mectj but
neither is a subset of tbe other, then suspendtie current
eomtraint. Iftbe current REQSUBASSY intemects
witlran exisdng REQSUBASSY WHOLE, but neitier
is a subset of the other, b suspendthe current eorr-
Smint.

~subassy I The same as REQSUBASSY, but tells tbe planner in

L
_w—ile addition not gener% a pian to emrstruetsub&embly.

Rnle: Iftwo REQSUBASSY_WHOLE constraints
intersec$but neither is a subset of the otim, then suspend
the current mmtminL IfcruTent
REQSUBASSY_WHOLE intersectswith an,exisdng
REQSUBASSY, but neither is a subsetof the other, then
suspendthe current mnstmint.

Table 3. Conslrairrtshuks uoiordngtop-leveiand subassemblyeomtminta.
Constraint Definitions and Rutes
reorder_ I Require that an assemblyplan start with a givenpart.
iirst Rrde: If the current REQORDER_FIRST intersects

with an existing REQORDER_FIRST, suspendthe
existingmmtraint- Union current constraintwith any
existing REQORD~_FIRST umslraints and delete
the exiadng Coostlaiota.

req_order Re@resthatacertainpartorsetofparisbepla eedlast.
lost - Rrde: If the current REO_ORDER_LAST eorrstmint

interwcts with an exiadngREQORDER_FIRST eon-
strain~ suspendthe existingeoostraint. Uniontie current
eorrahaintwith any existingREQ_ORDER_LAST con-
straints and deletetbe exis$ingmmtmints.
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Im \ Allows tbe user tospecfia part or ecdlectionofparts that 1
success_ must be removed &oman asi+embledproduct This is
F especiallyuaetid for servicing/repairJupgrade

Rule: UniorIcurrent constraint with any existing
REQSUCCESS_PART wmstmintsand delete the ex-
isting cmlatmints.

Table 4. Mettiods tit do no contlict resolution implement tbe current
consfmintaddition or changeregardless Ofrmyexkting Constmints.

Constraint Detlnitions
req lin part Requires that parts beimerted omeatatime[lO].

1

mm Do not aUowthe asembiy to enter a given state[l 1].
@_subassy Probiiit use of certain mbassembli~ or possibly any

subamnbIy containingcer4in part cmrrbinatiorrs.
req duster Require set of@rts be added to tie assembly wrrswu-—

tiveiy,(witbou; interruptionbyotkrparta[ i2]).
req thstener Requilv Wrtain m be treated as tilsteners[13,141.
~linea. A combinationof REQCLUSTER and

eeial mg with Iiqui* spring&sna@t Part&&c
req_stat Requires a set ofpsrts to be in tie stationary subass&m-

bl when mated with any of another set.
mill sirrnd-

~M?.
mnnize use ofsimrrhaneous liaison creation. In some

,~m wntexls,actionsareawkward* highernumbersof
liaisons are establishedby an aetiorr.

rninreorient Minimiz the number of assembly re-orientations.

4.2 Overrides

Rules for resolving conflicts between subassembly
overrides and top-level overrides are much simpler than
the constraints. When applying the system to the assem-
bly at the top-level, overrides for the subassemblies
(parsing the subassembly tree bottom-first, deleting
simihu overrides at it goes) are automatically loaded.
The system then loads the overrides for top-level assem-
bly (deleting similar overrides, in this case any non-top-
level overrides of same type for the same part), if any
exist. On restoring all top-level overrides from a file, the
system removes all top-level overrides and then loads in
new top-level overrides (deleting similar overrides).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
A synopsis of problems and partial solutions associ-

ated with automating generative process planning has
been provided. While many assembly planners exist, Ar-
chimedes is the only known system, which truly gener-
ates assembly plans automatically and, to the author’s
knowledge no automatic assembly planner has ever com-
pensated for automatic planning for generative processes.
The methodologies presented in this paper are natwzd
algorithmic progressions of the Archimedes system to-
wards filly automating generative process planning.
The system has been tested on numerous assemblies and
has shown significant increases in efficiencies in plan-
ning for assembly upgrades and the results are propor-
tional with task difficulty. For example, it took approxi-
mately 1/2 day to analyze and instantiate constraints on
the nose section of the B61 mentioned in Section 2.2.
With the generative process pianning capabilities, this
time was reduced to planning time only, approximately 1

minute. It is difficult to obtain precise measures of effi-
ciency since there many variables affecting the process
(e.g., user experience, user familiarity with the assembly,
assembly size, number of initial constraints and over-
rides, etc.).

Three geometry-related design modification princi-
ples were presented: modification by (1) removing
part(s), (2) changing the shape of the part(s), (3) adding
parts(s), or by any combination of the three. Automatic
planning algorithms for (1) and (2) were presented and
tested. Future work needs to be directed towards the de-
velopment of algorithms to filly automate the propaga-
tion of the assembly constraints and overrides when parts
are added to an assembly.
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